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News

Burning Man is back. Get
ready for a 1,000-person
Shabbat bash in the desert.
By Louis Keene

The Jewish people basically invented the desert bacchanal — what party wasn’t taken
to the next level by a Golden Calf? But the desert is also where the descendants of
Abraham attained their spiritual pinnacle and received the Ten Commandments —
where the Jewish people was formed as a nation. So a Jewish camp at Burning Man —
the modern-day apotheosis of both the profane and the spiritual — makes historical and
cultural sense, even if it poses practical challenges.

A group of free-spirited Burning Man devotees has been tackling those challenges for
going-on 13 years, calling themselves the “Milk + Honey” camp. What started as a small
prayer service for a few dozen desert-wandering souls is now a Kabbalat Shabbat for
roughly 1,000 of them, followed by a meal. (That’s 120 challahs and 120 bottles of wine,
if you’re scoring at home.)

With the weeklong festival of “radical self-expression” in northwest Nevada’s Black Rock
Desert returning after a two-year pandemic hiatus, Zvika Krieger — who goes by
“Surrender” during the festival — is gearing up for the biggest, hottest and perhaps most
spiritually transcendent service yet.

Krieger, 39, whose day job is as spiritual leader at Chochmat HaLev, a renewal
congregation in Berkeley, California, co-leads the Kabbalat Shabbat service and Milk +
Honey’s 80-person crew. He gave the Forward a preview of what the “Jewish, with an
emphasis on the –ish” camp has in store this year on his way to the playa (the
7-square-mile campground is on a dry lake bed). This interview has been edited for
length and clarity.

So, how does your camp connect people to the Jewish themes of Burning Man?
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The most Jewish thing about Milk+Honey is that we put on a Shabbat prayer service on
the one Friday night of the festival. We started 15 years ago with maybe one or two
dozen people in a dome that we had built. And over the years, it’s been getting more
and more traction to the point where the last time it happened, which is 2019, we had
almost 1,000 people show up. We do this prayer service for, like an hour, and then we
end the prayer service with this really fun fusion of the ancient and the modern, the
sacred and the profane, like Burning Man itself. It’s very musical, there’s moments of
meditation, there’s moments of joyous, ecstatic dancing, and there’s moments of
connection with other people and sharing Torah wisdom. We also try to weave things in
from other religions and other cultures.

And so it’s a really fun, not-your-momma’s prayer service, but people seem to love it.
And it’s a real refuge for people. And then right after the service, we feed Shabbat
dinner to 1,000 people who show up, with challah and wine and a delicious
home-cooked meal. That’s a big novelty on the playa as well — to get a home-cooked
meal.

Are there things that you can do in a Burning Man service that you can’t do in a
synagogue?

Well, when you have 1,000 people in an open desert space, singing and dancing, it
creates a very different vibe than you would have in a synagogue anywhere. And the
fact that so much of our tradition happens in the desert, and that entire book of the
Torah is called Bamidbar, which means “in the desert,” it feels there’s just a different
resonance to the type of worship when you do it in the same sort of ecosystem in which
our ancestors did it, in the caldron in which we were formed as a nation.

Burning Man itself is just a very open-hearted space, and people spend the week slowly
opening their heart more and more, having deep soulful connections, getting more out
of their heads and into their bodies. People are not using their cellphones, they’re away
from screens. You arrive at Shabbat with your heart fully open. There’s a lot of tears
during the service. There’s a lot of joy and laughter and people are just so ready for that
kind of connection in a way that you don’t really get when you’re rushing from your job
to a Friday night service — if you go to Friday night service at all.

You know, we talk a lot about “once-a-year Jews” and they’re talking about Jews who
only go to services during the High Holidays. And Burning Man is a whole ‘nother type
of once-a-year Jews.

What else can you do in Burning Man that you can’t do at a traditional
synagogue? You can’t give a drash where you also talk about the Orgy Dome in a
traditional synagogue.
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I want to ask about the Orgy Dome. There are points in Tanach where mixing something
like that with religious practice is deemed an affront. So how do you resolve the tension
between the profanity of the overall environment and the sanctity of God?

You know, Judaism is actually a very sex-positive religion. And so much of Jewish
mysticism is about sanctifying the profane and finding holiness in our human desires.
And so every breath is an opportunity to connect with the divine. And I think that people
focus on the sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll component of Burning Man — or you might say
sex, drugs and house music — but there’s actually a very deep spiritual undercurrent of
Burning Man. There are camps that focus on mindfulness and meditation and put on
workshops around authentic connection and relating and chanting. There’s a lot more to
Burning Man than the sort of bacchanalian, Sodom-and-Gomorrah that a lot of people
think it is.

You’re leading a service for possibly 1,000 people of all walks of Jewish life, with
a range of Jewish engagement, and probably some not even Jewish. How do you
create a service that speaks to all those people, but retains a distinctly Jewish
character?

Yeah, well, there’s no siddur because it’s really hard, first of all, to find 1,000 siddurs
anywhere, let alone that we can bring out to the desert with us. We don’t do handouts
either, because there’s this very big culture at Burning Man of leaving no trace. But
really for us, it’s not about looking at the words and getting the words perfectly right. It’s
more about connecting to the service with your heart. And so we really try to make a
service that is both accessible, but is also authentic in that it’s not just a dignified
version of a prayer service, but actually contains this ancient liturgy.

You know, Burning Man is great, and you can experience all sorts of things at Burning
Man, but I think people really hunger for deep, authentic spirituality.

So what parts of the liturgy do you hold onto and try to teach, and what modern
features do you work in?

We start the night singing nigunim as people are filing in and then we light the Shabbat
candles. And then we go through the traditional arc of the Kabbalat Shabbat service —
singing prayers like Or Zarua, or Yedid Nefesh, and then we sing Lecha Dodi as a sort
of ecstatic peak in the service, dancing and feeling that joy coursing through our bodies.

We do a drash based on the week’s Torah portion, which I’ll be doing this year and I’ve
done for the past few years. We follow the service through Barchu and through the
Shema, and then we do an Amidah prayer. And a prayer for healing and the mourner’s
kaddish. So we get a lot of big key components of the traditional service, and then we
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weave in new things. We bring in a lot of tunes from contemporary music and from
Mizrachi or Eastern backgrounds. And then we do a lot of mashups: last year we
layered in George Michael’s “Freedomland,” for example. We bring in secular songs,
like when the Black Lives Matter movement was happening and civil rights
consciousness was rising, we brought Sam Cooke’s “Change Is Gonna Come” into our
service.

With that many people there and so many once-a-year Jews being there, do you
become self-conscious at all about being too Jew-y?

I think that people are hungry for authenticity. Especially in progressive circles these
days, there are so many people, Jews and non-Jews included, who are turning more
towards indigenous wisdom and ceremony, Buddhism, Hinduism — there’s something
about the ancientness of that lineage and how that wisdom has persisted that makes it
resonate for people. And I think that Judaism has a place right next to those traditions
as an ancient source of wisdom that has persevered for thousands of years.

So I think people don’t want that watered-down, SoulCycle version of spirituality. They
want something real. And so, yeah, we try to make the service accessible. And we
teach people the words and we try to do prayers that don’t have too many words. And
we translate things for people and we invite people to not even focus on the words and
just to receive and ride the energy of the service. But at the end of the day, I think what
people love about it is that it is authentic, and that it is rooted in that traditional liturgy.

Burning Man will coincide this year with the first week of Elul, when we’re
beginning to do teshuva. Do you plan on exploring that theme? And is there a
natural connection between the themes of Burning Man and the themes of Elul?

I am planning on talking about Elul in my drash, and I’m not going to give a spoiler for
what I’m gonna talk about. But what I will say is that the whole concept of teshuva is
about returning to yourself, right? The word teshuva means to return, and it’s about
returning to your true essence. And I think that at the end of the day, that’s what Burning
Man is about. It’s an opportunity where you can shed all of the identities that you take
on in order to make it in the world, where you can shed the pretense and shed the sort
of image of yourself that you want to put out to others because that’s what you think you
need to do in order to be loved or in order to be valued.

Burning Man is a place where nobody talks about their job, or what’s on their resume or
what’s on their LinkedIn profile. Most people are not posting selfies or trying to get
Facebook likes. It’s just a place where you can really, truly be yourself. And I think it’s a
perfect preparation for the month of Elul. And for the theme of teshuva where you can
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have an opportunity when we put all those distractions aside to remember, who am I
really at my core?

What is Milk + Honey doing the other six days of Burning Man?

This year, because it is our 13th year, we are celebrating our b’nai mitzvah. So we’re
going to have a “pop mitzvah”: a dance party where we’ll have some unabashedly
danceable pop music in honor of our becoming an adult. And then the other big event
that we’re doing this year is called Bagels and Cocks, which is, you can stop by Milk +
Honey on Wednesday morning for bagels and cream cheese and also hot dogs. But
before you get your hot dog, you have to get snipped — meaning your hot dog has to
get snipped and put in the “tip” jar.
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Opinion

Mikhail Gorbachev
dismantled the Iron
Curtain — and allowed
Russian Jews to live openly
again
By Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt

I have a confession to make. For a long time, the Conference of European Rabbis knew
without a doubt that we should give President Mikhail Gorbachev our most prestigious
prize.

We have awarded European statesmen who support Jewish life in Europe with our
HaRav Lord Jakobovits Prize, and the politician who most deserved this prize was,
without question, the last Soviet leader.

It was President Mikhail Gorbachev who opened the gates of the Iron Curtain and
allowed Jews to emigrate to Israel and to other countries. It was he who allowed Jews
again to lead a Jewish life, study Hebrew, go to synagogue and be openly Jewish within
the Soviet Union for the first time in decades.

So why didn’t we give Mikhail Gorbachev this most well-deserved award? We didn’t
want to enrage the Kremlin, whose current leader has described the demise of the
Soviet Union as “the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the 20th century.”

It was under Gorbachev that my wife Dara and I arrived in the Soviet Union in 1989 to
restart the Jewish community in Russia, which has subsequently been destroyed by the
Soviet regime. We built kindergartens, schools and synagogues, starting during the
Gorbachev years and later after the putsch (a failed coup in August 1991), when the
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Soviet Union fell apart and the new Russian state was born under President Boris
Yeltsin.

The last time I went to visit Gorbachev was in 1996, before the presidential elections in
Russia. He asked me: “Should I run?” I jokingly answered him: “Yes — in Israel. There,
you are very popular!”

When I told the story weeks later to acting Prime Minister Shimon Peres (after the
traumatic assassination of Yitzhak Rabin), he thought I was being serious. Facing a
tough election of his own, he said, “We have enough candidates in Israel already!”

While Gorbachev remained very popular throughout the years among Soviet Jews and
in Israel, he had very little public support within Russia itself. The horrendous economic
difficulties which befell the greater part of the Soviet population during and after Soviet
collapse, the withdrawal of the Soviet safety net, the product shortages, and the shame
felt by many Soviet citizens about the disintegration of the system they have been made
to believe in for so long, all contributed to this.

These are the very feelings that the current government has used as an excuse to
launch its latest invasion into Ukraine in order to recreate the lost dream of the Soviet
Empire. But the notion that these feelings are shared by the majority of Russian citizens
today is totally false: they are mainly expressed by members of the elite organs which
ruled the Soviet Union, such as the KGB.

If there were actual broad public support for this brutal invasion, there would have been
no need for the draconian shutdown of all independent journalism and social media
within Russia, not to mention the arrest and repression of tens of thousands who
oppose the war.

It is only through censorship, repression and propaganda that the current regime
maintains its power. Mikhail Gorbachev deserves honor and accolades from all people
— not only the West, and not only Jews, but from every citizen of the former Soviet
Union for bringing down one of the most repressive totalitarian and stupid regimes,
which enslaved a big part of humanity.

It is bitterly ironic that his death comes at a time when the freedoms he sought to
institute are being snatched away from the Russian people once again. May his
memory be a blessing.
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News

Amid water crisis, the only
synagogue in Jackson,
Mississippi makes bat
mitzvah disaster plans
By Sarah Nachimson

There will be a bat mitzvah this Saturday at Beth Israel Congregation, the only
synagogue in Jackson, Mississippi.

But as the city grapples with climate catastrophe and collapsing infrastructure, with its
water systems failing in the wake of extreme flooding, the ceremony will look a little
different than most rituals at the 170-family synagogue.

“I went and grabbed drinking water for the families and guests at the bat mitzvah, as
well as in case of our congregants needing any,” said Rabbi Joseph Rosen.

Extreme weather events have become something of a norm in Jackson, which helps
explain why the recent flooding of the Pearl River led to such devastating results. Before
this week’s floods, the city had not yet recovered from major flooding that inflicted
massive infrastructural damage in February 2020. That damage laid the groundwork for
the blow to the city’s water systems this week — a crisis that has captured the nation’s
attention as an example of what living with the effects of climate change can look like.

For Beth Israel, that means new support systems and precautions within the synagogue
community, and new efforts to aid neighbors outside of it.

Rosen’s top priority at the moment: “Just making sure that there are workable
bathrooms and drinking water for folks who need them.” Thinking ahead to the bat
mitzvah, he’s working to prepare for additional disasters. “If, for some reason” guests
encounter issues, say, at their hotels, he said, his hope is that “we’re able to respond.”
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Beth Israel, a Reform community founded in 1960, is situated on the north side of the
city, which has been less severely affected by floods than other areas. It’s stepping up
aid efforts for South Jackson, which is facing greater strains. As a first step, Rosen
helped purchase water and delivered it to a Black church in South Jackson.

Shira Muroff, a member of the congregation who has lived in Jackson for six years, said
that her water pressure is high, because she lives fairly close to the city’s water
treatment plant. “If you’re further away you have less running water or none at all,” she
said, adding that “those are also the areas that are statistically lower socioeconomic
status.”

Both Rosen and Muroff said that they and their community have felt the impact of
Jackson’s increasing natural disasters in recent years. The current water-boiling notice,
a precaution to ensure the safety of drinking water when treatment facilities are
compromised, has been in effect for over one month. In February 2021, the large winter
storm that shut down power for millions of Texans also heavily impacted Jackson.

“The whole city was under a ‘boil water’ notice. There were residents in Jackson who
waited over a month for the ‘boil water’ notice to be lifted,” Rosen said. “We saw
pictures and heard stories of people scooping up snow from their yard.”

“After last winter’s debacle, many in our community had hoped to see that the city and
the state would be working together to avoid this kind of disaster again, and yet, here
we are, again,” Rosen said.

But in the age-old way of Jewish communities, Beth Israel is attempting to take its new
normal in stride.  The congregation plans to hold normal High Holiday services, even if
the “boil water” notice is still in effect. If so, the synagogue will have to stock up on
bottled water to put in watercoolers for congregants, since they cannot use tap water. “If
this affects our ability to have a meal in the congregation, we’d either have to move to
disposables, or other creative options,” Rosen said.

For the moment, the synagogue’s focus is staying trained on the parts of Jackson facing
greater water scarcity, Muroff said.

“The main thing that we’re trying to advocate for is just getting water to folks who need it
right now.”
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News

Josh Shapiro traces bid for
Pennsylvania governor to his
childhood work for Soviet
Jews
By Jacob Kornbluh

PHILADELPHIA – Surrounded by workers on a busy junction in downtown Philadelphia
on a hot August afternoon, Pennsylvania Attorney General Josh Shapiro spoke at the
top of his voice about “the union way of life,” vowing to take “that fight from our parking
lots to our coffeehouses and every place in between.”

Shapiro, the Democratic nominee for governor in this critical swing state, traces his
commitment to union-style organizing back to his childhood involvement in the early
1980s movement to free Soviet Jews. In an interview after a roundtable discussion
about the importance of unions and living wages, he said he was motivated by his
mother to join a grassroots letter-writing campaign that connected Jews around the
world with Soviet “refuseniks” of similar ages living under the fear of punishment for
practicing Judaism.

Shapiro, who is 49, said his parents “set a very good example for me to live a life of faith
and service.” Earlier, he had told the union workers that at a time of divisiveness in
politics, his attitude is of “giving a damn” and  “lifting up all of God’s children.”

In what is expected to be one of the most closely watched races in the nation this fall,
recent polls show Shapiro leading State Sen. Doug Mastriano, a self-described
Christian nationalist and leader of the “Stop the Steal” movement contesting the results
of the 2020 election, by single digits.

President Joe Biden is planning to visit Philadelphia Thursday for a primetime address
from Independence National Historic Park. On Tuesday, Biden praised Shapiro during a
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rally in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, as “a champion for the rule of law,” saying: “He’s
going to make one hell of a governor.”

Mastriano, meanwhile, is backed by former President Donald Trump, who promoted a
rally he is hosting Saturday with Pennsylvania Republicans as “epic.”

Shapiro’s Jewishness has already become a talking point in the race, largely because of
Mastriano’s open association with far-right and antisemitic groups. Several prominent
Jewish Republicans have broken ranks to back Shapiro, and Shapiro’s campaign aired
television ads across the state last week highlighting Mastriano’s relationship with Gab,
a social media platform rife with antisemitism that was used by Robert Bowers, the man
who killed 11 Jews at the Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburgh in 2018.

“This is the first time in my public life where I really feel the existential threat that my
opponent presents,” Shapiro said in the interview near his campaign headquarters. He
noted that since he first ran the state legislature in 2004, he has faced seven
Republicans, but has “never worried” that if they won, “our democracy could cease to
exist — that hate, antisemitism and racism could take over our system of government.”

A battle for the future of democracy

Mastriano has, in recent weeks, condemned antisemitism amid mounting pressure from
Democrats and Jewish Republicans alike. But he stopped short of denouncing Gab and
its founder, who frequently shares his antisemitic beliefs and called Shapiro the
“antichrist.”

Instead, he urged Shapiro “to get off Twitter because of the antisemitism being spouted
on Twitter,” citing a report by the Anti-Defamation League that found 4.2 million
antisemitic tweets on the platform in 2017.

Mastriano, who attended the march to the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, has compared the riot
that resulted to the 1933 Reichstag fire and some of his statements have raised the ire
of Jewish leaders, including some Republicans.

He has likened Democratic gun-control proposals to Nazi policies and referred to
abortion as a “barbaric holocaust.” He launched his campaign with a shofar blast
courtesy of a man named “Pastor Don,” who wore a Lion of Judah Messianic prayer
scarf. And he has called the separation of church and state a “myth” and said Islam is
incompatible with the Constitution.

The Republican Jewish Coalition has not endorsed Mastriano and did not include him in
a recent campaign event for Pennsylvania’s GOP Senate nominee, Dr. Mehmet Oz.
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In recent weeks, several prominent Jewish Republicans announced their support of
Shapiro, including Michael Chertoff, former secretary of homeland security under
President George W. Bush; Sandra Schultz Newman, a former Pennsylvania Supreme
Court Justice; and Lita Indzel Cohen, a former member of Pennsylvania’s statehouse.

“This is not about me being Jewish,” Shapiro said in the interview. “This is about the fact
that we have a major party nominee for, arguably the most important race in the country,
who is openly courting white supremacists to be part of his campaign, who believes that
certain people shouldn’t exist in this society, including me and people of color.”

Proudly wearing his Judaism on his sleeve

When he first rose to national attention in the aftermath of the 2020 election, Shapiro,
who attended Jewish day schools, was televised with a menorah featuring the late
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg over his shoulder. He and his family are
practicing Conservative Jews who keep kosher and gather for Shabbat dinners, joined
by Shapiro’s parents and in-laws.

Shapiro, who has four children, said his wife, Lori, bakes the challah — which was
featured in his campaign launch video — while he grills the fish “or whatever we’re
eating.”

“It’s wonderfully chaotic as most Shabbat dinner tables are,” he said. “We do the
brachot together, we sit and talk, and my kids actually sit at the table and are part of the
conversation and engage.”

Shapiro said he became involved in the movement to free Soviet Jews starting at age 6,
through his synagogue, Beth Sholom Congregation in Elkins Park, and the Forman
Hebrew Day School. He recalled writing letters to a refusenik named Avi Goldstein, who
lived in Tbilisi, and said he enlisted others from the U.S., Canada and England in a
pen-pal program he called “Children for Avi.”

“These are memories that probably have led me into this life of service,” Shapiro said.

He went to Akiba Hebrew Academy, now known as Jack M. Barrack Hebrew Academy,
also the alma mater of CNN host Jake Tapper; Shapiro said the election for school
president is the only one he has ever lost.

After graduating from the University of Rochester, where he was the first freshman
student body president, Shapiro moved to Washington, D.C., to work as an aide to the
late Sen. Carl Levin of Michigan, and then an adviser to Rep. Peter Deutsch of Florida.
Both were Jewish Democrats.
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He proposed to his wife in 1997 under the 19th-century Montefiore Windmill in the
Yemin Moshe neighborhood of Jerusalem, during one of more than a dozen trips to
Israel.

Shapiro said his campaign-launch advertisement showing a pair of challahs under a
cloth on the table was intended to let voters know that he is “grounded” by his family
and his faith.

“I want them to know what I believe and how my faith motivates me to do public
service,” he said. “My faith is what has guided me into a life of service. I have a
responsibility to get off the sidelines, get in the game and do my part.”

All eyes are on Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania race is perhaps the most closely watched gubernatorial battle in the
country this fall because a win by Mastriano would put a 2020 election denier in charge
of a key battleground state’s election system.

A recent poll of 1,034 likely voters conducted by Emerson College has Shapiro leading
Mastriano by 3 points, which is also the margin of error. Another poll by Franklin &
Marshall College released last week gave Shapiro an 11-point lead.

Mastriano, who derides his opponent as “Little Josh,” has ignored the traditional media
and refuses to answer questions from reporters on the campaign trail. Instead, he relies
heavily on Facebook, where he livestreams campaign events, to reach voters directly.

Jill Zipin, chair of the Democratic Jewish Outreach Pennsylvania, said she’s confident
that Jews – estimated at 3% of the electorate –  will overwhelmingly vote for Shapiro.
She described Shapiro as someone who lives by Jewish values, “not just miming the
words he’s saying, but with real compassion and value and honesty.”
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First Person

What I learned about
swimming — and life —
from an Israeli who survived
the Munich massacre
By Lauren Katzowitz Shenfield

Meet my swimming instructor, Avraham Melamed. He’s 78 years old and goes by the
nickname Bey. He grew up on a kibbutz,  milking sheep by hand, and competed for
Israel in the 1964 and 1968 Olympic Games.

Then, 50 years ago, in 1972, he survived the terror attacks on the Olympic Village in
Munich, escaping through a back door after seeing a friend lying in a pool of blood.

Melamed does not like to talk about Munich. “It was a tornado in my life, but it passed,”
he told me over dinner in my home.  Later, he wrote me: “Helpless and unable to avoid
thinking of the Holocaust, we watched our friends being led to their final destination.”

I was 23 during the Munich Games, and remember watching the terrifying TV reports as
eight terrorists from the Palestinian group Black September killed 11 members of the
Israeli team.

When I heard about Melamed from my yoga instructor, I was drawn to his history as well
as his reputation as a sensitive coach. We met in February, when I decided, at age 73,
to take swim lessons to alleviate the aches and pains of arthritis.  Now I see him several
times a week at a pool in New York’s Westchester County where he trains triathletes,
kids with disabilities and novices like me.

These months with Melamed have improved my health and how I look in the pool. But
I’ve learned much more than stroke technique from this quiet, intuitive man who
witnessed the worst attack in Olympic history. Over time, as he told me the story of his
life, he’s shared his thoughts on what happened in Munich as well.
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‘Let the water carry you’

Most days, Bey can be seen in his Speedo warming up on the deck of the pool at the
Premier Athletic Club in Montrose, New York, rotating his shoulders and touching his
nose to his knees. This follows a 90-minute routine of stretching and breathing
exercises before breakfast. He’s a vegetarian who mostly eats fruit, nuts and
Israeli-style salads. Occasionally, he enjoys a piece of chocolate.

When you ask him how to stay healthy, he’ll tell you to relax, stretch, breathe, “avoid
injury and engage in activities that increase blood flow.”

“Let the water carry you,” he often says. “It could not care less whether you are an
Olympic champion or, forgive my Yiddish, an alta yenta”— meaning an old lady.

Growing up on a kibbutz

Bey grew up in northern Israel on Kibbutz Ramat Yohanan, where his dad was one of
the founders. He remembers running from the milking shed to the pool for an afternoon
workout. Despite his asthma — he still keeps an inhaler in his swim bag — Bey became
an Israeli champion, winning silver medals in the 100-meter butterfly and the medley
relay at the 1966 Asian Games in Bangkok and competing in the 1964 and 1968
Olympics. Israeli friends remember trading the equivalent of American baseball cards
featuring his picture. In ’68, one of his competitors was Mark Spitz, who went on to
become America’s greatest swimmer. They met again at the 1969 Maccabiah Games.

Bey first came to the United States in 1970 on a swimming scholarship to West Liberty
State College — now West Virginia University. He then recruited three more Israeli
swimmers to join him, turning the school into an unlikely pool powerhouse. He got the
nickname Bey in college — it’s short for Beinush, an endearing term, from the Hebrew
word for son, ben, which his family always used.

Due to a confrontation with the Israeli Sport Federation, he  was not chosen for the
Israeli Olympic team in 1972, but went to Munich anyhow as a private coach and to
report on the games for the Israeli daily Yedioth Ahronoth.

“One of those killed in Munich was my teacher and I knew the others from my years in
international competition,” he said in a Swimmer Magazine profile in 2011. “It was
horrible.”

Putting the tragedy behind him

Bey told me that he returned to the U.S. shortly afterwards, “away from the limelight and
wrapped in an internal brainstorm.”
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“I tried to put the tragedy in my rear mirror and go back to some kind of normalcy,” he
said in an email.

But as the unofficial spokesman for the four Israeli swimmers on campus, he was
regularly recruited to speak at fundraisers for nearby Jewish organizations, and was
often asked about Munich.

“Some of those funds were used to pay our tuition and our cost of living, so I
cooperated,” Bey recalled. “But inside, it felt to me like I was dancing on the graves of
the athletes who lost their lives.”

Over time, Bey said, he “began to think about what brings people to where they are
willing to take such horrific action, to where they are willing to die for an idea by killing
people they never met – athletes in an event that stands for peace.” He sees “despair”
as the likely explanation, because, as he puts it, “Israel holds land the Palestinians
consider their own.”

He described himself as “a person raised on the notion that Israel is a country
promoting peace and justice,” and said the “deep divide” between the two peoples
should be addressed not through terror but through geopolitical dialogue based on
empathy.

“One way towards moving ahead is by placing oneself in the other’s shoes and asking
this question: ‘What is the maximum I can give up in order to move forward with the
minimum I cannot give up?’” Bey posited. “Listening to the opposite side, putting
yourself in ‘their’ place, I concluded, is a much more effective path to resolve
differences. Not easy, indeed, but a good place to start.”

A meticulous instructor

For now, though, there is swimming. Bey is a meticulous instructor who meets each
student where they are and takes pleasure in crafting individualized strategies. After
each lesson, he emails a memo pointing out where I showed progress and noting areas
for improvement.

An amateur photographer, he often uses images to get his message across. “Think of
yourself as a skewer on a grill, rotating,” he said once. “Imagine your arms are oars.”
Another time, to help improve my head position in backstroke, he texted an overhead
photo of a cloud-streaked sky captioned: “The View from Your Lane.”

He told me he has been passionate about photography since he was a boy, when his
uncle, who lived in Detroit, visited the kibbutz with a Polaroid camera. These days,
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using his Samsung S21, Bey chases beauty in many forms, especially reflections in
water, windows, sand and other surfaces, posting many on Instagram (@beymelamed).

One of Bey’s frequent suggestions is to watch good swimmers in the pool.  “Do what
they do,” he repeats. “Hear what they hear. Feel what they feel.”

When I first told Bey I wanted to write about his history as the 50th anniversary of
Munich approached, he demurred. Then he changed his mind.

“Till this day, I feel uncomfortable when my presence in this horror is used to promote
something,” he told me. “The same goes for this 50th anniversary. I want an anniversary
to stand for a positive event, not a horrific one. Yes, this is reality and, yes, I am just a
small part of it. I hope that with respect to the Munich disaster, it remains small.”
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News

The lanternfly is a menace.
Does Jewish law permit
squishing it?
By Adam Kovac

In New Jersey, home owners sit with spray bottles of soapy water at hand, ready to do
battle against the invader. In Brooklyn’s Prospect Park, ordinary citizens have turned
vigilante, roaming around on seek-and-destroy missions. Legions of day campers on
the ferry to Governors Island went on a stomping spree recently when a swarm of the
insidious creatures landed on the deck.

Their prey? The spotted lanternfly. Park and agricultural officials throughout the
mid-Atlantic are encouraging the public to kill them.

“Harming our city’s wildlife is prohibited, but in an effort to slow the spread of this
troublesome species, we are putting out a one-time call: If you see a spotted lanternfly,
please squish and dispose of this invasive pest,” reads a notice from the New York City
Department of Parks and Recreation.

But as governments push for a mass culling, some rabbis aren’t so sure whether Jews
should participate in the slaughter. They may believe their faith is simply incompatible
with such murderous behavior, or point to a Torah passage in Deuteronomy known as
bal tashchit, “thou shall not destroy.”

The teaching is put to the test, however, with the far-reaching outbreak of the spotted
lanternfly.

The insect, native to China and southeast Asia, was first seen in the United States in
2014 and, in the ensuing years, spread from Pennsylvania to New York, New Jersey,
and beyond, with outbreaks found as far west as Indiana and as far south as North
Carolina.
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While the lanternfly’s appearance does have a certain beauty to it with its bright red
wings, it threatens vegetation, including apple and other species of fruit tree, by
excreting a sugary substance that can lead to harmful mold growth on trees.

The Torah says nothing about the lanternfly, but it does provide applicable guidance,
said Eliezer B. Diamond, the Rabbi Judah Nadich Associate Professor of Talmud and
Rabbinics at the Jewish Theological Seminary.

“Under certain circumstances we Jews are commanded to kill species that endanger
us,” he wrote in an email, offering up a poisonous snake as an example. In the same
way, he continued, we are permitted to kill species that cause us discomfort, such as
lice. He referred to the Torah’s prime example: the obligation to kill a goring ox.

Killing lanternflies would be permissible, Diamond posits, in the same way that the
Talmud says it’s fine to uproot grape vines or trees that are choking off your neighbor’s
trees — if your neighbor planted first. “In other words, agricultural threats may be
responded to with the destruction of harmful vegetation — and presumably other life
forms as well.”

So go ahead and squish lanternflies?

Not necessarily.

There’s also a matter of scale to consider. Given how pervasive the lanternfly problem
has become, killing a bug or two a day would not likely do much good — and that
changes the moral equation, Diamond wrote.

“If killing one or two of these lanternflies will have no noticeable effect, given our general
reverence for life in all its forms,” he said, citing Bal Tashchit, “I see no justification for
killing them.”

Rabbi Jonathan Bernhard, executive director of the Jewish Initiative for Animals, based
in Portland, Oregon, is similarly reluctant to end the life of a lanternfly.

“Taking care of nature is, in fact, what our tradition requires us to do,” he said. “We are
meant to be shomrei adama, the guardians of the Earth. Sometimes, that will bring up
difficult choices, because this is an imperfect world.”

To that end, Bernhard said he could not recommend going out and joining in the
communal squashing of lanternflies. Instead, he said he would hope that experts could
come up with other solutions for dealing with the problem.

He doesn’t minimize it, though.
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While something as tiny as a lanternfly might seem small in the grand scheme of things,
the problems they cause can be quite large, Bernhard said. He sees the morality at play
in deciding to stomp or not to stomp as equally weighty.

“You’re talking about how we fulfill our responsibilities to take care of the Earth,” he said.

“We have to step in and figure out the most compassionate way of dealing with it, even
if it leads us down paths we are ultimately uncomfortable with, because we simply can’t
let all these trees be destroyed.”
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